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Voltage Controlled Current Source Project 

Laser Driver Circuit Noise.


- Problem Statement.


• Output current oscillation at specific current setting (63 mA).


• Excessive output current noise at other settings.
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• Output current oscillation at setting just below the current limit.


- Procedure.


• VCCS Circuit Analysis.


- The op amp’s output voltage could not drive the MOSFET gate below its Vgs 
turn-on threshold. Consequently, the MOSFET was always on and the output 
current could not be set to zero. ( Fig 4.a, green trace, region 1; Fig 4-b, teal 
trace)


- As the op amp’s input voltage was adjusted from the positive supply down to 
the upper limit of its input compliance range the op amp started to operate in 
linear mode but did not have gain to ensure stable operation and its output 
voltage oscillated ( Fig 4.a, green trace, region 1 to 2; Fig 4-b, red trace). This 
caused the oscillation seen at an output current setting of 63mA. 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Fig 4-a.


Fig 4-b.


- The amplifier lacked an adequate frequency compensation network to maintain 
stable operation while driving the MOSFET’s gate capacitance. This caused the 
excessive noise see at output currents higher than 63 mA. The SPICE simulation 
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shows that the amplifier’s  output changes from stable (Figure 5-a) to unstable 
operation (Figure 5-b) when the MOSFET gate capacitance increases.


Fig. 5-a.


Fig. 5-b.


• PCB layout evaluation.
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- The circuit resided on a 2-layer PCB with no separation between the analog and 

digital power domains. Poor placement of the components forced long trace 
routes, which may have contributed to the noise observed at the output.


• Circuit Design Changes, Power Supply.


- Added a regulator to limit the control voltage range and lower the sense resistor 
supply. Bringing the control voltage within the op amp’s input voltage 
compliance range ensures the op amp operates in its linear region where it has 
adequate loop gain to keep the MOSFET gate drive stable. Lowering the sense 
resistor supply allows the op amp to turn the drive MOSFET off.


- Separated the analog and digital power domains and ground reference signals.


• Circuit Design Changes, VCCS.


- Added a capacitor between the op amp’s output terminal and its negative input 
terminal, to introduce “in-loop” frequency compensation against the MOSFET’s 
gate capacitance.


- Reduced the value of the resistance between the op amp’s output and the 
MOSFET’s gate terminal.


- Added a Zener diode between the op amp’s output and its power supply to limit 
to output signal swing and keep the op amp away from saturation.


- Changed the original op amp from a LT028 to a AD797. Both parts have similar 
noise density specs but the AD797 has a larger unity-gain bandwidth, which 
helps to keep the amplifier stable.


- Replaced the MOSFET from one large IRF9530 (890pF Cgs) to two smaller 
IRF9510 (330pF Cgs). While a single IRF9510 is sufficient to pass the 300mA 
output current required by the design, the additional MOSFET helps with power 
dissipation.


The SPICE simulation in Fig. 6 shows the new circuit’s step response t is stable.
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Fig 6.


• PCB Layout Changes.


- Used four layers, topside and bottom side for component placement and routing 
and two internal layers for power and ground.


- Separated the analog and digital power domains with distinct, non-ovelapping 
copper pores.


- VCCS critical circuit components and traces occupied a topside “island” with 
separate power and ground planes. Added a footprint for an RF can to 
effectively turn the island into a Faraday cage.


- Removed the direct connection from the BNC shells to Ground, replacing them 
with zero-ohm resistors to facilitate breaking ground loops with other test 
equipment should this be the source of additional noise.


- Replaced top/bottomside wide traces with copper pores whenever possible.
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